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MONOSySTEM® ILLUSION FRONT®

Keri 7012
When less is more. A fashionable
career look that’s always in style.
T27/6

Pammy 7013
There is no denying that long hair 
wins hands down in the glamour 
stakes and this wig is first past the 
post.
140/27

Christine 7014
A soft and beautiful one length modern 
classic style. Its versatility offers exciting 
options of styling changes.
22

Coco 7011
This Classic style has contemporary 
flair. Light and natural with just enough 
wave to hold its style.
8/32
Available in Petite.

Jenny 7015
An irresistible yet playful feminine 
design.
140/14

Yvette 7017
Catch a wave of new fashion in town. 
Simply contemporary and sophisticated.
The best of the best.
T24B/18

Gwen 7022
Lightly feathered layered and body 
frame the face on this ultra pretty chin 
length bob.
140/14

Sarah 7027
Modest waves in a perfectly flattering 
cut that any woman can wear.
140/27

Abigail 7032
Soothingly waved, layered neckline 
length shag that features Monosystem® 
top for a carefree and fashionable fit.
29H

Janice 7018
Fabulous blossom of curls shows the 
beauty and energy of youth.
130

Kate 7023
A classic short wedge with a slightly 
tampered neckline.
T140/8

Ashley 7028
The sexiest look a girl can afford, long 
straight layers of gorgeous hair.
33

Carly 7033
Layered all over and Monosystem® 
top, this stylish beautician cut is the 
essence of easy and diverse styling 
choices.
30/27F

Lauren 7019
Meet the classic hair fashion 
of “Friends”. Straight and just 
enough hair at the bottom to fin-
ger arrange hair into place.
33

June 7024
This sleek, chic hairstyle is cut short 
around the nape and sides.
T613/26

Charlotte 7029
This classic style has contemporary 
flair. Light and natural with just enough 
wave to hold its style.
18/22

Sabrina 7016
This chin-length bob is beveled in the 
back and slightly angled in front for 
movement.
28

Meg 7021
The hair style of the year. A sensual 
look of career women in action. You 
are an instant winner.
T24B/18
Available in Petite.

Anna 7026
A ravishing look to flatter a woman’s 
femininity.
T140/8

Madison 7031
Loving layered appearance that can 
be tossed in or out with alike ease.
2026H

Joni 7020
Short layers are sliced through the 
whole head while fringed and spiky 
bangs are notched around the 
forehead, giving it a very chic and 
sexy look.
140/27

Britney 7025
A seductive impression with soft
layered and razored edges.
T6/8/28

Chevonne 7030
Feathery out-flipped layers and wispy 
texture creates the ultimate look.
T27/6

Illusion Front® Cap
(7000 Series)
A. Illusion Front® Hair Line
  (Hand-Tied Knot)
B. No-Slip Grip
C. European Super Fine Crystal Net™

    (Hand-Tied Knot)
D. Stretchable Machine Made Back
  for added fit and comfort
E. Adjustable Hooks
F. Capless Construction Ear Taps

Emma 7034
Lapel length layered turn over with 
genuine natural edges.
3329H



Tribeca Spring 7035LF
Long loose wavy flowing curls.
Elegant, the hottest red carpet style  
to give a gorgeous look.
33/27C/130F

Madison Gem 7038LF
Classic bob beautifully cut to fall just 
onto the shoulders. A light fringe 
finishes the hair style perfectly.
6/8/28

Erin 6001HM
All Hand-Tied
The look of the future “Originality.” 
Layered to frame the face and just 
enough hair at the back to arrange 
hair into place.
140/14

Manhattan Soiree 7036LF
The sexiest look a girl can afford, long 
straight layers of gorgeous hair.
T71/6 (Root Color)

Gramercy Rose 7039LF
Meet the classic hair fashion of 
“Friends.” Straight and just enough 
hair at the bottom to finger arrange 
hair into place.
T130/6 (Root)

Hillary 6002HM
All Hand-Tied
The short style is ready-to-wear having 
the adaptability to be tailored to fit an 
individual personal need.
12/30

Soho Chic 7037LF
Supreme example of just how well 
a quality wig can replicate a classic, 
modern day hair look.
T32/6 (Root Color)

NYC 57 7040LF
Best of the best, feathery wig tip 
tapered flip up to follow hottest trend 
of the year.
6/28

Martha 6003HM
All Hand-Tied
This mid-length look focuses on 
smooth lines design for relaxed, 
fluid shaping. Fashionable bob with 
sweep bangs look & feels great!
140/22

Broadway Gala 7041LF
Flip hair over and fluff with your finger 
tips. Smooth and wispy versatile look.
8/30

As a world renowned leader of innovation in the fashion wig 
industry, Louis Ferre is proud to introduce the Illusion Lace Front® 
Collection, the next generation of wig fabrication.
The 2012 Illusion Lace Front® Collection utilizes cutting edge, 
high frequency welding technology developed by Louis Ferre’s 
research and development department.
This advanced manufacturing method enabled us to meticulously 
construct a pre-cut lace embedded in the front area of the wig, 
creating the look of a perfectly natural hairline. The Illusion 
Lace Front® Collection is made with all hand-tied Crystal Net™ 
monofilament on the top area of the wig, with non-slip flexible ear 
tabs to hug your temple area securely and adjustable hooks on 
the nape area to give you a custom fit.

Beauty has its own reason.

A series of new colors, including new rooted colors, have been 
added for Illusion Lace Front® Collection.

Illusion Lace Front® Cap
(7000LF Series)
A. Lace Front Hair Line (Hand-Tied Knot)
B. Invisible Lace Front
C. European Super Fine Crystal Net™

  (Hand-Tied Knot)
D. Stretchable Machine Made Back for
  added fit and comfort
E. Adjustable Hooks
F. No-Slip Grip Ear Taps
G.Tear-Proof P.U. Enforced Construction

IllusIon lace Front®IllusIon lace Front® IllusIon lace Front®

Cap Construction
(6000HM Series)
A. Illusion Front® Hair Line
  (Hand-Tied Knot)
B. No-Slip Grip
C. European Super Fine Crystal Net™

  (Hand-Tied Knot)
D. Hexagon Net (Hand-Tied Knot)
E. Span Net (Hand-Tied Knot)
F.  No-Slip Ear Taps
G. Adjustable Hooks

Estee 7002
Delectable style choice for those who 
prefer extra hair length with tousled 
curl movement.
12/30

Linda 7007
Layered of frame the face this chin 
length bobbed style never ceases to 
be in popular demand.
T24B/18
Available in Petite.

April 7003
Gamin style that urchins onto the 
face. Short, sweet and ever popular.
130
Available in Petite.

Elyse 7008
Layered cut but with extra length left 
at the crown to offer volume and a 
stylish outline.
140/22
Available in Petite.

Sydney 7004
Light weight with short soft curls assures 
comfort and style - the perfect shake and 
wear style.
48

Erica 7009
Flattering wave movement presents a 
style which is very feminine yet practical 
to maintain
8/32

Jennifer 7001
Supreme example of just how well 
a quality wig can replicate a classic, 
modern day hair look.
140/22
Available in Petite.

Betty 7006
The longer length of the top and crown 
provide style options plus extra width 
and volume.
27

Carla 7005
A shortish style expertly layered body 
waved to create a modern chic style.
22/102
Available in Petite.

Celine 7010
Classic bob beautifully cut to fall just 
onto the shoulders. A light fringe 
finishes the hair style perfectly.
10
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Cap Size:
A. Petite Circumference 20” Front to Back 13.4” Ear to Ear 12.8”
B. Average Circumference 21.5” Front to Back 14.25” Ear to Ear 13.4”


